To our co-workers at Janus of Santa Cruz:

A majority of Janus employees are voting YES for NUHW.

JOIN US!

We are forming a union to win a fair contract that:

- improves staffing levels and patient care
- provides a real voice on decision-making
- protects against harassment and wrongful terminations
- protects and improves our benefits
- guarantees yearly pay increases that keep up with the cost of living

Angela Hays  John Love  Calli Joy Morrow  Edgar Fuerte
Brian Alderson Smith  Joshua Sussman  Jocelyn Tello  Felipe Ponce
Connie Trombetta  Laurie Sanford  Jo Koumouitzes  John D. Manley II
Dante Espinoza  Maribel Gallardo  Melissa West Kevan  Linda Marie Chavez
David Cerna  Randy Fitzgerald  Tatiana Dias Maartins  Luselena Villalobos
Derek Loyo  Steve Sills  Danya Loyo  Nancy Howe
Eddie T. Tomas  Scott Wood  Paola Medrano  Shiloh DiMarzio
Frances Cummings  Sean Hamil  Marcia Garcia  
Gabriel Perez  Annemarie Lorenzini  Addy Rodriguez

ELECTION DETAILS

Your ballots must be received in Oakland by AUGUST 7!

NUHW.org
facebook.com/healthcareworkers
NUHW
instagram.com/healthcareworkers

NUHW
National Union of Healthcare Workers